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In this piece, Henry and Arrowsmith examine the landmark issuance of €220 billion worth of green bonds as part of funding for
its COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Fund. The paper explores the
current state of the green bond market, the additional environmental spending that may consequently occur due to the EU stipulating that a certain proportion of the funding must be spent on
so-called green projects, and the impact of a federal body entering
this market on the regulatory framework. Henry and Arrowsmith
environment.
In this essay, Evan Henry and Greg Arrowsmith examine the landmark issuance of €220 billion worth of European Union green
bonds as part of the funding for the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Fund. Henry and Arrowsmth explore the current state of the
green bond market. The additional environmental spending that
may consequently occur due to the EU stipulating that a certain
proportion of funding must be spent on so-called green projects
is then analysed. Henry and Arrowsmith conclude that the impact
ment.
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Introduction
Green bonds are an asset class pioneered by the European Investment Bank
projects, such as renewable energy systems, clean water, and public trans
growth cooled in 2020, between €350bn and €500bn in new green bonds are
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issuer, with other EU members such as Sweden and Poland also to the fore.

In response to the Covid-19 crisis, the EU agreed on a landmark recovery
€672.5bn of the funds consist of a Recovery and Resilience Fund (RRF),
be able to draw from. The agreement of this recovery package was a historic
moment in EU integration, with some claiming it was the EU’s own ‘Hamilitonian moment’, a reference to the move by the US Secretary of the Treasury,

pan-European debt instrument that mutualised EU debt. Through the issuance
stance of this.
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sion, 2020). As the RRF already has a condition mandating 37% of spending
to be green- which could be as easily funded by conventional bonds- the
green bond market’s small size means that the relative enormity of the EU’s

may have an unintended negative effect, both by pricing other countries out
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of the green bond market and by setting a lax regulatory precedent. We will
assess the likely impact of the EU’s green bond issuance under four headings:
additionality, the effect on the green bond market, the regulatory impact, and
the signalling effect.
Additionality
Additionality is a concept related to environmental funding, which poses the
question of whether green bond issuance actually leads to additional spending
on environmental projects. It is relevant in this instance, as the EU has committed to spending 37% of the RRF on green projects, regardless of whether
funding is raised through conventional bonds, green bonds or grants. It is important to understand the mechanisms of the RRF to ascertain the impact that
green bond issuance may have on actual EU environmental spending.
Each member state who wishes to draw funds from the RRF must submit a
proposal to the European Commission (EC) which is in line with the Green
Deal and clearly maps out how their funding of certain projects helps the envivote, whilst any member state with serious concerns over the proposed spending has a ‘brake’ veto power, where they can insist that funding is withheld
until a more in-depth review of the proposed spending is conducted. The funding is provided and reviewed twice a year, so all aspects of spending are under
frequent scrutiny, including whether environmental targets are being reached
or not (European Commission, 2021).
that will come from Covid-stricken populations, member states may get away
with falling short of their proposed environmental spending commitments.
With the issuance of EU green bonds to fund this spending, a failure to enforce
the conditions of the RRF could damage not only the EU’s political credibility, but also their credit rating. Whilst the RRF does not ringfence green bond
funds for green spending, the approval and brake mechanisms make it much
more likely that the green project funding targets are met. Meanwhile the
issuance of green bonds, despite not increasing the RRF’s required level of
spending on green projects, mean that it is imperative that the EU does enforce
the RRF conditions, as failure to do so could result in loss of credibility as a
green bond issuer.
Effect on the Green Bond Market
The effect EU green bonds issuance has on the market for this asset class
the premium investors pay for green bonds in relation to conventional bonds.
There is some debate around whether a difference in yield exists between
green bonds and conventional bonds. Conventional wisdom says that investors
are willing to pay a higher price for bonds with a high Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) rating. As such, a greenium, which makes borrowing
for green projects cheaper, exists. However, this is disputed, with some scholars claiming that there is no incontrovertible evidence of a greenium.
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This uncertainty is conclusively rejected by Kapraun and Scheinz (2019), who
show in a study of 2114 green bonds that a greenium does exist. They claim
that the inconclusive results of Karpf and Mandel (2017) and Hachenber and
Schiereck (2018) are due to small sample sizes and exclusion of recent data,
which is salient in such a new market. Kapraun and Scheinz show that the size
of the premium depends on the credibility of the issuer, with governments and
supranational institutions having premia of 31 basis points on average for their
green bonds compared to their conventional bonds, allowing for options and
liquidity. They also posit that some doubts regarding the existence of a greenium come from corporations dubiously claiming that their bonds are green,
when in fact they don’t fund environmental projects, and so are not rewarded
by ESG-conscious investors who have done their research. Given that the EU
will be seen as a highly credible institution, they will likely enjoy a greenium
on their green bonds.
The green bond market is currently oversubscribed, especially for high-credbond issuance received €80bn in purchase orders for €8.5bn in bonds, which
are trading at a negative premium of 0.15% versus conventional Italian govgreen bond issuance was oversubscribed by 500%, and trades at an increasingly negative premium of 0.46% (Ravindirane, 2020). With the EU borrowing
on the strength and credibility of economic powerhouses like Germany and
Italy, but on a much larger scale than their initial offerings, supply may fall in
line with demand for high-credibility green bonds. This issuance could reduce
the greenium, making it more expensive for other countries to borrow on the
green bond market, and potentially pricing some out of funding green projects.
However, this is unlikely to occur for two reasons. Firstly, governments don’t
borrow using green bonds out of necessity or to borrow cheaply, but rather to
signal and meet public demand. Most governments can almost certainly afford
to borrow in conventional markets given the current low level of interest rates.
It is thus unlikely that any other government’s green projects will suffer as a
result of the EU’s issuance. Secondly, the reduction of the greenium will make
it more attractive for investors to buy credible green bonds, as they won’t feel
and spur demand. This may lead to a growth cycle for the green bond market,
with an increase in supply cyclically causing an increase in demand. On balance, any negative impacts from the EU’s issuance of green bonds shrinking
the greenium will likely be negated by the growth cycle their issuance could
spark (Technical Expert Group, 2019).
Regulatory impact
In conjunction with their issuance of green bonds, the EU will also attempt to
regulate the market for green bonds. This is partially to ensure that they are
32

held accountable for their own issuance, and partially to solve existing problems within the market. The EU released the technical screening criteria for its
own voluntary Green Bond Standard (GBS) in 2019, which updates the UN’s

Deal’s goal of climate neutrality by 2050. The GBS is a tangible improvement
on existing EU regulations, given the grandiose rhetoric that has emanated
about their environmental commitment in the past, despite much investment
actually going toward ‘brown’ schemes and projects (Battison & Monasterolo,
2019).
The way in which the EU can make the biggest strides to ensure that green

-

bond issuer pays a ratings agency to verify their bond’s greenness, is problemagencies are incentivised to give a favourable (and possibly inaccurate) rating
to the bond. If they don’t, issuers can simply turn to their competitors. Proponents of deregulated markets claim that the potential for reputational damage
to the ratings agencies will keep them in line. However, this system failed in
the lead up to the Global Financial Crisis with mortgage-backed securities, and
the same thing could easily occur in a green bond market without regulation.
Additionally, this deregulated model sees the problem of divergent ratings for
similarly green projects arising due to different ratings systems and metrics
across different ratings agencies (Berg, Kölbel & Rigobon, 2020)
The Commission, acting on recommendations from a Technical Expert Group
(2019), are planning to make it mandatory for ratings agencies to gain accreditation from the European Securities and Markets Agency (ESMA), in order
have a GBS stamp of approval for bond issuers seeking to meet, and indeed
inform investors that they meet, EU standards. It will take time for the ESMA
to gather the necessary expertise, so in the immediate future there will be a
registration process for ratings agencies to gain approval from the European
Commission. Whilst this is not as strong a move towards regulation as the
is likely more sensible for two reasons. Firstly, the ESMA lacks the expertise
and manoeuvrability of private sector ratings agencies, and secondly, it has
existing relationships and processes from other interactions with these external
market (Technical Expert Group, 2019).
The question of whether or not the issuer-pays and divergent ratings problems
are solved depends on the stringency with which the Commission, and eventually, the ESMA enforces accreditation. Ultimately, issuers will still pay ratings
approving bonds that do not meet the GBS criteria, the current accreditation
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and divergent green ratings. The ESMA should also encourage ratings agencies to use common standards and ratings methods, which will reduce transac-

Signalling:

-

-

Conclusion
-

-

-
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